Monitoring the assembly of antibody-binding membrane protein arrays using polarised neutron reflection.
Protein arrays are used in a wide range of applications. The array described here binds IgG antibodies, produced in rabbit, to gold surfaces via a scaffold protein. The scaffold protein is a fusion of the monomeric E. coli porin outer membrane protein A (OmpA) and the Z domain of Staphylococcus aureus protein A. The OmpA binds to gold surfaces via a cysteine residue in a periplasmic turn and the Z domain binds immunoglobulins via their constant region. Polarised Neutron Reflection is used to probe the structure perpendicular to the gold surface at each stage of the assembly of the arrays. Polarised neutrons are used as this provides a means of achieving extra contrast in samples having a magnetic metal layer under the gold surface. This contrast is attained without resorting to hydrogen/deuterium exchange in the biological layer. Polarised Neutron Reflection allows for the modelling of many and complex layers with good fits. The total thickness of the biological layer immobilised on the gold surface is found to be 187 A and the layer can thus far be separated into its lipid, protein and solvent parts.